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Blaze helps organizations improve their

operations and productivity by enabling

them to build software and apps without

writing any code.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, USA,

January 11, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Blaze.tech, the smarter no-code

platform that’s revolutionizing the way

teams build web apps and tools,

announced its official launch and has

raised a $3.5 million pre-seed round

led by Flybridge Capital and MaC

Venture Capital. The round also

included participation from investors

and unicorn founders in enterprise

SaaS including Vlad Magdalin (CEO,

Webflow), Mada Seghete (Co-founder,

Branch), Mark Schopmeyer (Co-CEO,

CaptivateIQ), ACTAI Ventures, Sangha

Capital, and Bill Tai. This funding round

will accelerate Blaze’s growing

customer base, increase the platforms’

integrations, and expand its AI

capabilities. 

Today’s public launch follows a

successful beta phase in which Fortune

500 companies and startups used

Blaze to build dashboards, HIPAA

compliant apps, complex workflows,

automated invoice generators, and inventory management systems all without writing any code.

Because of Blaze’s emphasis on security and its robust suite of enterprise security features, the

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.blaze.tech


Blaze.tech AI-Powered No-Code Platform

company has found popularity with

organizations in highly regulated

industries like healthcare, legal,

construction, transportation and

logistics, and finance.

With Blaze’s AI-powered no-code

platform, teams are able to create and

launch highly custom and secure

applications and internal tools in

minutes. Blaze gives non-technical

people the superpower to be

entrepreneurial product builders with

an intuitive all-in-one drag-and-drop

interface and AI system. Blaze AI is

powered by OpenAI’s GPT-3 model, the same one used by ChatGPT. App creators can tell Blaze AI

to create complex workflows, automatic triggers, custom filters, advanced calculations, and

more.

Blaze improves operations and productivity, and with pre-built integrations into Airtable,

DocuSign, Freshdesk, Google Sheets, Salesforce, Stripe, Shopify, and many more tools, users can

build multiple apps on top of their existing tech stack.

The no-code/low-code market is one of the fastest growing markets (from $25 Billion to $187

Billion in 2030), and Blaze’s unique positioning is enabling teams to build software with

complexity, customizability, and security that otherwise would require writing code.

“We’re so excited to maximize the talents of people inside organizations by giving them the

ability to solve business problems with software,” said Nanxi Liu, Co-CEO of Blaze. “We’re seeing

individuals supercharge and significantly increase the efficiency of their team’s operations with

Blaze.”

“Our users can implement their app’s business logic in just a few clicks because Blaze has done

all the difficult work on the technical side to provide a platform that generates intuitive front-

ends and secure, scalable back-ends,” said Tina Denuit-Wojcik, Co-CEO of Blaze.

“We are thrilled to support the Blaze team in their mission to create powerful tools and

dashboards without the need for expensive engineering resources,” said Adrian Fenty, General

Partner and Co-Founder of MaC Venture Capital. “Nanxi and Tina have the business acumen to

be huge disruptors in the industry, and because they’ve experienced these challenges first-hand,

we know Blaze is building a top tier product.”

"Nanxi and Tina are exceptionally talented founders with deep insights into the needs of Blaze's



customer base. Having watched how well they led and capital efficiently managed their prior

company to significant success, we were delighted to invest in this dynamic duo,” said Chip

Hazard, General Partner and Co-Founder of Flybridge Capital.

Additional investors in the round include Dean Schnider (Partner, Najafi Companies), Felicia

Curcuru (CEO of Binti), Holly Liu (Co-Founder, Kabam), Lin Capital, Michael Einziger (co-founder

of the band Incubus), Mike Lu (co-founder of Triller), Root and Shoot Ventures, Socially Financed,

and The K Fund.

About Blaze.tech

Blaze.tech is the smarter no-code platform that’s revolutionizing the way teams build web apps

and tools. Blaze’s AI-powered platform improves operations and productivity by enabling non-

technical people to build and launch custom software in minutes, without writing any code! From

dashboards and workflows to portals and more, Blaze’s all-in-one-builder has pre-built

integrations, security and reliability. 

Blaze is headquartered in Los Angeles and was founded in 2022. The founders, Nanxi Liu and

Tina Denuit-Wojcik, previously founded Enplug, a leading digital signage software, which was

acquired in 2021.

For more information, visit Blaze.tech.
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